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Abstract: COVID-19 pandemic has changed the lifestyle of all aspects of life. These circumstances have created new
patterns in lifestyle that people had to deal with. As such, full and direct dependence on the use of the unsafe Internet
network in running all aspects of life. As example, many organizations started officially working through the Internet,
students moved to e-education, online shopping increased, and more. These conditions have created a fertile
environment for cybercriminals to grow their activity and exploit the pressures that affected human psychology to
increase their attack success. The purpose of this paper is to analyze the data collected from global online fraud and
cybersecurity service companies to demonstrate on how cybercrimes increased during the COVID-19 epidemic. The
significance and value of this research is to highlight by evident on how criminals exploit crisis, and for the need to
develop strategies and to enhance user awareness for better detection and prevention of future cybercrimes.
Index Terms: Cybercrimes, cyber-attacks, malware, COVID-19, work-from-home.

1. Introduction
During the last quarter of 2019, the world started new form of life due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The increasing
number of affected socials to nearly 60 million and over one million deaths [1]. Countries had to impose prohibitions
and separation between people to decrease infections to save lives and reduce the spread of COVID-19 virus. As a
result, computer system and virtual world become essential communication between people. For example, most
companies requested their employees to work from home, students moved to online studies, online shopping increased,
and social networking activity increased, leading to an increase in Internet users significantly [2].
Although traditional crime rates decreased due to curfews' imposition, cybercrime rates have witnessed a
remarkable increase since the beginning of the pandemic. However, cybercriminals exploit the COVID-19 pandemic.
As such, they have increased their attacks and focused on campaigns related to COVID-19, such as online selling of
unlicensed drugs as cure for the disease, sharing fake news on social media, and sending phishing emails to victims [3].
The aim is to deceive victims in order to get their money or steal their confidential information. Furthermore, they
exploit the difficulty of protecting enterprise employees' devices by IT staff when working remotely, especially that
personal computers are often less protected than company devices. Attack campaigns also included governments and
organizations, for example, the World Health Organization on March 13th recorded attack attempts by an organized
group to steal information from the organization employees [4].
The purpose of this paper is to analyzes and compare the data collected from the first half of 2020 with the same
period during 2019 to highlight different type of cyberattacks that increased or decreased during the epidemic. The
study demonstrates on how criminals can exploit crisis to achieve different type of cybercrimes. In addition, the
research articulates on how lack of awareness at user level contribute to the increase of cybercrimes.
This paper is organized as per the following. Next section discusses related cybercrimes and how cybercriminals
take advantage of calamities, natural disasters, and epidemics to increase the number of attacks and targets.
Subsequently, details and analysis on data collected from companies in the first half of 2020 were discussed. Afterwards,
presentation of the types of cybercrimes that have increased dramatically during COVID-19 and comparing them with
the first half of 2019 followed by discussion and concluding remarks.
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2. Background Work
With the widespread embrace of digital technology, the number of Internet users increased for different purposes,
including social interactions, business, and marketing, leading to the emergence of new crimes known as cybercrime. It
is expected that losses due to these crimes will reach 10.5$ trillion by 2025 [5]. Cybercrime, also known as “computerrelated crime, is any criminal activity that involves a computer either as an instrument, target, or a means for
perpetuating further crimes that come within the ambit of cybercrime” [6]. According to Shinder & Cross in [7],
cybercrime, like traditional crime, needs three factors simultaneously for crime to occur. These factors are victim,
motivation, and opportunity [8]. The victim is the object of the attack, such as the user on social media. Sometimes
there is a group of victims, for example, when the attack is on a group of employees in a particular company. The
motivation that encourage criminal to commit crime and the opportunity is the criminal exploits to commit crimes.
Routine activity theory (RAT) use similar factors to describe the crime [8]. The difference is the absence of a capable
guardian, clear cybercrime laws and legislations, and the difficulty of arresting criminals.
With the passage of time and the rapid increase in technology develpoment, the attacker became more experienced
and sophisticated in selecting victims in a coordinated manner to increase the likelihood of the attack success. Therefore
we have a term known as opportunistic attacks [9]. Opportunistic attacks can be assumed as attacks focus on selection
of victims based on the most vulnerable victim [9,10]. In other words, attackers search for gaps or weaknesses in the
company's system, making it more vulnerable to attack. Moreover, they are looking for victims who have weaknesses to
sustain successful cyber attacks. This weakness may be due to the victim's psychological state (such as anxiety, panic),
which helps the attackers succeed. Therefore, they are using social engineering to be able to lure and deceive the victim.
For example, when employees are under pressure at work, they become more anxious and fearful. As such, when
receiving phishing emails by impersonating their manager, they may not be able to verify geniun emails; this triggers
most malicious links and confidential information misuse. There are other factors that opportunistic attackers take
advantage to increase their profits and campaigns' success, including exploiting ongoing crises, important public events,
natural disasters and epidemics [9,11]. In natural disaster attacks, opportunistic attackers pretend to be legitimate or
trusted bodies such as charities or government organizations to communicate with disaster victims to deceive them and
give them confidential information or volunteers to persuade them to donate money [11]. For example, during 2005
Hurricane Katrina caused significant damage in New Orleans and nearby areas in the States [12]. Later, Hurricane
Katrina websites appeared inviting people to donate to the disaster victims, which later turned out to be fraudulent sites
aimed at deceiving volunteers and stealing their money [13]. More in 2014, fraudsters took advantage of Ebola
pandemic outbreak to open phishing emails to lure people or donate money to fake organizations [14]. In November of
2014, more than 700,000 spam emails were revealed asking people to donate to fight Ebola by pretending they were
donation campaigns led by Indiegogo fundraiser [15]. As we have seen, attackers exploit any incident or epidemic for
advantage in oder to make their campaigns successful. As such, it was not surprising that they used the COVID-19
pandemic as advantage by exploiting people's fear of infection. For instance, nearly 200,000 coronavirus-related threats
were recorded in seven days during March 2020, some related to email phishing [16].

Fig.1. Types of threats related to COVID-19
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Next section discuss on cyberattacks and cybercrimes that increased during COVID-19 pandemic and how
successful campaigns increased by cybercriminals as result of psychological exploitation and pressures exposed dure to
the pandemic.

3. Cybercrimes during COVID-19 Pandemic
Due to the emergence of noticeable increase in cybercrimes during the COVID-19 pandemic, most information
security companies and international organizations have embarked on studying and identifying cybercrime types that
have increased, such as Trend Micro company, Interpol, and Anti-Phishing Working Group (APWG) [17,3,19]. We
have classified Cybercrime in COVID-19 pandemic into threats related to COVID-19, the most vulnerable countries,
and cybercrime types that emerged during the pandemic.
3.1. Threats Related to COVID-19
According to Trend Micro [17], 8,840,336 threats related to the COVID-19 were detected in the first half of 2020,
with most of the discoveries occurring in April, coinciding with the pandemic's peak in most countries around the world.
As shown in Figure 1, these threats consist of emails threats, URLs threats, and Malware threats, which refer directly to
the epidemic (such as websites that publish fake news about the epidemic) or indirect (such as emails that indicate delay
in the order due to the curfew).

Fig.2. Example of an email impersonating the world health organization (WHO) [33].

Emails are considered as one of the most used tools, as it is used in phishing campaigns, spear phishing, spamming,
spreading fake news, fraud, and Fake donation campaigns [17]. Moreover, emails are considered as the most official
communication media between companies and employees, so cybercriminals take advantage of this circumstance to
increase their campaigns. Figure 2 is an example of an email impersonating the World Health Organization (WHO)
intended to request fraudulent donations to COVID-19 patients. Most of the URLs that were registered as a threat
belong to phishing scams, such as exploiting people sitting at home and posting offers for a free Netflix subscription on
social media App (Facebook or Twitter). The post contains a malicious link; when clicked; the victim will be
transferred to a fake Netflix login page designed to capture their login credentials [17]. They also use websites to
promote applications that they claim to protect their users from the Coronavirus. It has been shown that they infect
users' devices with a hypothetical virus called: BlackNET RAT. This tool adds the affected device to a botnet used for
DDoS attacks, stealing the Firefox cookies, saved passwords, and Bitcoin wallets [18]. As discussed, malware threats
were detected during the first half of 2020. One of the most common examples is the appearance of a trojan called
QNodeService sent via a fake email shown as tax exemption notice due to COVID-19 from United States government
to deceive the victim. Trojans stole the victim's credentials from Chrome and Firefox browsers and managed data on
victims' devices [17].
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3.2. Countries Most Vulnerable to Threats
United States is one of the countries that has been observed as the most threatened by different forms of
cyberattacks. According to the INTERPOL report [3], the most reported cybercrimes are fraud and theft of sensitive
information through phishing campaigns that target employees who work remotely. Campaigns includes ransomware
targeting small and medium companies, exploitation focuses on the increasing use of social media, child sexual
exploitation and more. The United Kingdom, Germany, France, and European countries, have reported a noticeable
increase in the malicious domain related to the COVID-19 epidemic. For instance, the word corona in the second-level
domain to deceive people searching for information about the epidemic. The spread of ransomware campaigns in health
and government sectors, impersonation of websites related to government agencies, and using it in phishing campaigns
[3]. MENA region which is considered among others in Figure 3 has recorded a noticeable increase in disseminating
fake news about COVID-19 epidemic in social media. In addition to the emergence of malicious domains that refer to
counterfeit statistical sites about coronavirus and the increase in fraud campaigns, online selling of unlicensed drugs as
a cure for the disease [3].

Fig.3. Countries threat distribution in H1 of 2020.

3.3. Types of Cybercrimes
The first half of 2020 witnessed noticeable increase in various types of cybercrimes contain phishing, ransomware,
spread of misinformation, distributed denial of service, and trojans.
3.3.1. Phishing
Phishing is considered one of the most common cybercrimes. Phishers take advantage of fear of the virus and the
curiosity to find out information about it such as the number of confirmed cases and mortality, disease symptoms, and
possible treatment methods to established successful phishing campaigns [3]. According to APWG report [19], 267,372
phishing campaigns were reported in H1 of 2020, increasing (19.06%) over 2019 during the same period. As shown in
Figure 4, these campaigns targeted different sectors such as SaaS/email, financial institutions, payment, and social
media.
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Fig.4. Sectors targeted by phishing campaigns in H1 of 2020.

Victims were deceived by pretending that the message was from the national or global health authorities,
governments, offers of vaccines and medical supplies, urging charitable donations related to COVID-19 [3]. As
example, Figure 5 presents a phishing email which has been sent to specific employees pretending to be from company
management.

Fig.5. Example of phishing email [33].

As illustrated in Figure 6 below, March witnessed the highest number of phishing sites discover [20]. The
domains of some phishing sites that were detected contained "COVID" and "Corona" [2], thus deceiving people who
are looking for sites designed to spread information on coronavirus.
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Fig.6. Distribution of phishing sites detected in H1 2020.

3.3.2. Ransomware
The first half of 2020 witnessed significant decrease in detecting ransomware attacks, including files, URLs, and
email. Despite its decline, there was an increase in losses due to higher ransom demands, and the cost of growing
remediation [21]. According to the coalition report [21], "the average ransom increased (100%) from 2019 through Q1
2020 and increased 47% from Q to Q2 2020". Therefore, due to the targeted organizations sensitivity, most
organizations were forced to pay ransom, even if it was high. As per Trend Micro reports [17] and as demonstrated in
Figure 7 below, healthcare was the second most targeted organization. It is the most fragile component of the
infrastructure in countries where the COVID-19 pandemic is prevalent. For example, some hospitals have been forced
to pay ransoms to the cybercriminal to avoid losing patient lives [9].
People fear of infection and spread of the epidemic has led to new ransomware families. As such, 68 new families
have been uncovered [22]. Most of the discovered malwares belongs to campaigns which target users searching for
websites or applications related to coronavirus. For example, the DomainTools security research team discovered a
website that attracts users to download an Android app that aims to track the heatmap of COVID-19, later it was found
that the app is ransomware which is capable to locks the user screen for the sake of ransom [23].

Fig.7. Top industries targeted by ransomware files detected in H1 2020.

3.3.3. Spread of Misinformation
Since the beginning of the epidemic late 2019, misinformation has started to spread in various media, including
traditional media, websites, and social media. Social media had the most significant impact on spreading
misinformation and fake news more quickly. Facebook report posted warning signs to nearly 50 million of the
misinformation posts related to COVID-19 in April; Twitter warned that more than 1.5 million users are spreading
misinformation and fake news related to the epidemic during the same month [24]. The fake news included
misinformation about how to treat, miracle cures, claims that coconut oil kills the virus, and drugs with no proven
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clinical benefit that are nonetheless described as useful. Moreover, spreading the news about conspiracy theories such
as the virus is being created as biological weapon, and other fake and misleading news [25,26].
3.3.4. Distributerd Denial of Service
February 2020 witnessed the largest distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks. Amazon Web Services reported
that an unidentified customer on their network was attacked by 2.3 Tbps and lasted up to 3 days using a technology
called Lightweight Offline Access Protocol [27,28]. This technique uses vulnerable third-party servers and raises the
volume of data sent to the victim's IP address by 56 to 70 times [27,28]. According to Neustar Report [27], there was
increase in the number of DDoS attacks detected in H1 2020 as compared to the same period in 2019. In contrast,
Netscout report [29] showed that the number of DDoS attacks detected in H1 of 2020 was 4.83 million, where the
increase was estimated at (27.1%) over 2019 during the same period. The epidemiological situation and the
infrastructure's weakness in the health, educational, and economic sectors worldwide were exploited to increase the
attacks. As shown in Figure 8, an increase in detected attacks in North America (NA), Laten America (LATAM), and in
Europe, the Middle East, and Africa (EMEA) region. Turkey is one of the countries that faced high attacks during H1.
Although the increase is general, there was a decrease in the number of detected attacks in Asia Pacific (APAC) region.
Nevertheless, that attacks have focused on the eCommerce and health sectors.

Fig.8. Number of DDoS attacks by region 1H 2019 vs 1H 2020.
3.3.5. Sunburst Trojans
By the end of the year 2020, FireEye's major cybersecurity company discovered the most dangerous and largest
hacking operation globally [30,32]. FireEye reported that it had been breached for hacking tools used to test computer
defense [30]. Later, emerged that FireEye hack was part of larger attack carried out by professional hackers. FireEye
revealed on December 13 that SolarWinds' Orion software update caused the attack [30,31]. SolarWinds customers
were asked to update the Orion software using the company page, later, hackers removed the page after news of the
attack were spread. More than 18,000 employees updated the software, thinking it was from the original company.
According to FireEye, the hack was carried out by a group of Russian hackers (APT29) who breached the
infrastructure of the SolarWinds system [31,32]. Once a customer signs in to request an update, APT29 can install the
update that contains Trojans; later named as Sunburst. To avoid detection, the attackers modified a legitimate utility on
the Orion system with malicious components to be used as legitimate components before they returned the legitimate
utility. The size of the losses, the sectors, and the targeted countries have not been entirely determined. FireEye report
stated that "the victims included governmental, advisory, technical, communications and extractive entities in North
America, Europe, Asia, and the Middle East" [31]. Never the less, the development of proactive monitoring systems and
best practices contribute to minimize threats and defense against cyber-attacks [33]. In addition, risk assessment and
cybercrime laws contribute to controls and defend organizations for combating cybercrimes at national and international
level [34,45].
Table 1. Comparison of Cybercrimes in H1 of 2019 and H1 of 2020
Cybercrime

Count in H1 of 2019

Count in H1 of 2020

Relative change )%(

Phishing campaign
Ransomware
DDoS

224556
46,177,026
3800000

276762
14,594,852
0074444

+19.06%
-68.4%
+27.1
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4. Concluding Remarks
The analyses indicate clear and noticeable increase in cyber-attacks and cybercrimes at the peak of COVID-19
epidemic worldwide. Due to the imposition of bans by governments and the stay at homes, which led to an increase in
the use of the Internet and thus the exploitation of cybercriminals to increase their campaigns. As shown in Table 1
above, the increase was in phishing due to phisher's exploitation of the pandemic and the increase of their campaigns
related to COVID-19 directly such as messages related to donations for the benefit of COVID-19 patients, or indirectly
such as emails that indicate delay in the order due to the curfew.
The significant increase in DDoS as attacks on governments, health, and economic sectors intensify. Although the
significant decrease was clearly noticed in the recorded ransomware attacks, there was an increase in losses due to
higher ransom demands, and the cost of remediation is growing. In addition, a remarkable increase in the spread of
misinformation and fake news found a fertile environment in social media. Furthermore, towards the end of 2020, the
world witnessed the discovery of the biggest hacking attacks and hence the discovery of the most dangerous and largest
hacking operation. Sunburst Trojans were published, pretending to be the updated software.
The outcome of this research demonstrates by evident an increase of the cybercrimes in government and private
sectors during COVID-19 due to the lack of distinguished low level security measures and the lack user awareness.
Therefore, thoughtful measures should be considered by governments and organization leaders to increase the level of
cyber security during any abnormal conditions, development of more sophisticated proactive cyber-attack detection
software, and to activate firm ICT monitoring during any unprecedented and emergency conditions is indispensable.
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